Survey

Name: ___________________________________________________________

Department (Computer Science / Comp Ling): __________________________
Level:  BSc Student [ ]  Advanced BSc Student (can take Master classes) [ ]  MSc student [ ]
For how many points are you taking this class:  4 [ ]  7 [ ]
Email: ___________________________________________________________

A) Have you ever taken Machine Learning/ Pattern Recognition classes?

If yes, please list the classes:

At Saarland Univ:
Class:

Class:

Somewhere else? (e.g., before coming to Saarbruecken)
Institution:                Class:
Institution:                Class:

How would you evaluate your knowledge on 1 – 5 scale (1 – have no idea of the field, 5 – can read and understand most papers easily, do research in this area):

B) Have you ever taken statistical NLP classes?

At Saarland Univ:
Class:

Class:

Somewhere else? (e.g., before coming to Saarbruecken)
Institution:                Class:
Institution:                Class:

C) Do you have any experience with Bayesian models or graphical models in general? (Describe if yes)

D) Your main (related) research interests? (optional, do not invent if not obvious)
(Examples: computational linguistics, information retrieval, general machine learning, ....; or more specific if you have)